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Microbiological samples were taken from a set of 24 sexually active patients

with vaginal discharge, twelve had normal flora (NF), and the other 12 had

endogenous infections: 6 BV, 4 VVC and 2 aerobic vaginitis (AV) due

to Streptococcus agalactiae (GBS) (graph 1). BF and planktonic

experiments: 2 swabs of vaginal fluid were used. One was suspended in

0.5ml of saline and 100 l inoculated in 3 ml broth, Trypticase Soy (TSB) and

Man Rogosa Sharpe (MRSB). One glass coupon (GC) (Fig1) was introduced

in each culture. After 24 and 48 hours incubation they were read by optical

microscopy. The other swab was rolled directly on two GC to create a natural

biotic surface (NBS),(Fig 2). This GC were place in TSB and MRS broths and

read after48 hours.

Biofilms are highly organized populations of microorganisms embedded in a

protective exopolysaccharide matrix that adhere to inert and living membrane

surfaces. In contrast to the planktonic counterparts, biofilm-associated

microorganisms are notoriously resistant to antimicrobial therapy--up to 1000-fold

or greater--and are a source of many recurrent and recalcitrant infections [1]. Our

research was focused on starting to understand vaginal biofilm dynamic. Our

results indicated a possible a microbial progression in vaginal microflora

development. Despite LB are predominant bacterial species in the vaginal

discharge, GPC`s are the first to appear in BF, while LB BF established later. This

could be explained by the poor adhesive capacity of LB, either to biotic or abiotic

surfaces [3]. Under this possible BF dynamic LB could be easily displace

following some sort of environmental perturbation, and this would lead to a

transition from an early "healthy" biofilm to a "pathogenic" wound biofilms. As we

know the ability of LB to adhere to host cell components is considered an

important trait, as host interactions mediated by adherence factors may promote

mucosal integrity, pathogen exclusion, and host immunomodulation via host

receptor recognition. [4] but we can see that in the early BV, an increase of GPC

would contribute to the LB displacement and replacement by other species. Since

planktonic cultures showed similar pattern to the vaginal fluid, their study may

mislead clinical interpretation. Thus LB BF constitution could be necessary for the

vaginal health, but its slowness in developing BF could be a factor for AV and

mainly for BV pathogenesis.

In vitro study of vaginal biofilm dynamic in women with normal and altered 

vaginal flora
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The bacterial structure, function, and susceptibility to antimicrobial agents have

being studied in planktonic lifestyle. However, it is increasingly being

recognized that in their natural habitat, most bacteria grow attached to a

surface as a biofilm [1]. There is a multiplicity of biotic surfaces available for

attachment including skin, teeth, the respiratory tract, intestinal mucosa and

urogenital tract. Most species of bacteria that cause infection are members of

the normal microflora of humans and form biofilms at sites where they exist as

harmless commensals. In this situation, biofilms are considered to play a

protective and beneficial role in the host. For instance, biofilms in the vagina

prevent colonization by exogenous pathogens -- a phenomenon known as

colonization resistance -- and this process correlates with vaginal health [2].

However, due to a series of endogenous and exogenous factors, the microbial

composition of such "healthy" biofilms can become disturbed to produce a

“pathologic” biofilm.
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Results

►Gram positive cocci (GPC) initiate the BF formation in NF (Fig 2), VVC and

BV (Fig 3 and 4) .

►In NF , LB appears after 48 h incubation only in MR SB (Fig 5)

► We observed mixed BF between Candida spp and GPC but no with LB in

VVC.(Fig 6 y 7.

►Gardenerella-like microorganisms developed late after GPC.

►Single species GPC BF developed in AV.

►In the natural biotic surface we consistently observed GPC to initiate

colonization on cellular surface (Fig 8 and 9)

►In planktonic cultures LB from NF developed at 24 h in MRS and TSB,

notoriously different of NF BF development in the same media Fig 10)
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The planktonic or biofilms (BF) lifestyle of microbial flora (MFV) plays a major

role in preventing genital infections, including bacterial vaginosis (BV) and

candidiasis (VVC).Aim: In vitro study of vaginal biofilm dynamic in women with

normal and altered vaginal flora.

Methods: From a set of 24 sexually active patients with vaginal discharge,

twelve had normal flora (NF), 12 endogenous infections: 6 BV, 4 VVC and 2

aerobic vaginitis (AV) due to Streptococcus agalactiae (GBS). BF and

planktonic experiments: 2 swabs of vaginal fluid were used. One was

suspended in 0.5ml of saline and 100 ul inoculated in 3 ml broth, Trypticase

Soy (TSB) and Man Rogosa Sharpe (MRSB). One glass coupon (GC) was

introduced in each culture. After 24 and 48 hours incubation they were read by

optical microscopy. The other swab was rolled directly on two GC to create a

natural biotic surface (NBS), place them in TSB and MRS broths and read

after48 hours. Results: Gram positive cocci (GPC) initiate the BF formation in

NF, VVC and BV. We observed mixed BF between Candida spp and GPC but

no with LB in VVC. Gardenerella-like microorganisms developed late after

GPC. We observed mixed BF spp and GPC but not with LB in

VVC. Gardenerella-like microorganisms developed late after GPC. Single

species GPC BF developed in AV. In the NBS we consistently observed GPC to

initiate colonization on cellular surface. In planktonic cultures LB from NF

developed at 24 hs in MRS and TSB, notoriously different of NF BF

development in the same media.

Conclusions: Despite LB are predominant bacterial species in the vagina,

GPC`s are the first to appear in BF. LB developed later in vitro BF. This BF

dynamic may contribute to LB displacement in cases of environmental

perturbation as in BV and facilitate their replacement by other species. Since

planktonic cultures showed similar pattern to the vaginal fluid, their study may

mislead clinical interpretation, because LB BF constitution could be necessary

for the vaginal health and it slowness in developing BF could be a factor for BV

and AV pathogenesis

The normal or pathological vaginal conditions seems to be dependent on the

kind of microbiota that constitutes vaginal biofilm. Our results indicate that

GPC, probably Streptococcus, are the initial colonizer for vaginal biofilm

development and Lactobacillus appears later, probably due to his poor

adherence to mucosal cells.

This dynamic can modified our interpretation of vaginal cultures results

and the patophysiology of endogenous infections .

Therapeutic restitution of LB should take in consideration this facts and

essentially should be in correspondence with a diminished or disappearance of

bacterial competitors.
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